
Mehdi Luthon

Work Experience:
Jan 2020 – Current (FT)

Aques (Tokyo, Japan) https://aqu‐es.co.jp/
Full‐Stack Developer
Design and production of a new booking and manage‐
ment system for both the company clients and employ‐
ees. https://app.aqu‐es.co.jp/
‐ Assess the needs and requirement of the company then
produce a prototype.
‐ Product development and constant communicationwith
other employees in order to meet their needs and use
cases.
‐ Deploying and maintaining the web application.
‐ Continuous improvement of the product and regular re‐
lease of new features.
Tech stack:
Front‐end: Angular
Back‐end: NodeJS, MariaDB
Server: Nginx, debian 10, Google Cloud
Testing: Jasmine/Karma, Jest

Jan 2019 – Dec 2019 (FT)
Freelance on different platform, mainly Upwork
Freelancer
As a freelancer, I had to find clients and assess their needs
and requirement, give them feedback as I work and meet
their deadline.
Here is a summary of the things I did:
‐ Full‐Stack implementation of requested features.
‐ Produce pixel‐perfect implementation from a model.
‐ Complete/Make back‐end fitting client’s needs.

Jun 2018 – Dec 2018 (PT)
Built https://eve‐hub.com/
Full‐Stack Developer
Made a website intended to provide eve‐online players
in‐game data from the official eve‐online API (ESI).
‐Full‐stack development using Angular, Node.js, Express,
MongoDB, Redis.
Front‐end here: https://github.com/lockee14/eve‐hub.
‐Made the chart data visualization in themarket partwith
canvas in a webpack development environment. See:
https://github.com/lockee14/chartlib.
‐Set up the back‐end, a Debian machine on a Google
compute engine instance, use Nginx for serving static as‐
sets.

Education:
2015 Bachelor degree in economics

Caen school of economics (France)

 lockee14@msn.com
 +81 (070) 3289‐0630 / +33 0614253133
 https://lockee14.github.io
 https://github.com/lockee14
 https://www.linkedin.com/in/mehdi‐luthon/
 https://angel.co/mehdi‐luthon

Technical Skills:
Programming languages:

Proficient: Javascript/Typescript, HTML,
CSS/SCSS/SASS

Intermediate: Python, SQL
Knowledge: C, GO, Bash, LaTeX

Framework:

Proficient: Angular 2+, NodeJS, ExpressJS
Intermediate: ReactJS, Redux

Software and tools:

Proficient: Windows, Linux, VScode
Intermediate: Git, MongoDB, Redis, Nginx,

Webpack, Jasmine/Karma, Jest

Soft Skills:
Communication:
Communication is the pillar of any teamwork,
listening to others, answering in time, being
clear and concise is not simply important yet
essential.

Self learner:
Being a self‐learner ismandatory for a program‐
mer and I proved myself by learning program‐
ming and web development. Besides I like to
learn new things, it’s highly rewarding.

Problem solver:
I like to scratch my head to find solutions to
newproblems, that’s partly why I like program‐
ming

Proactive:
Thinking about caveats and possibles problems
before they occur is necessary for this line of
work since a single issue could hinder a whole
project.

Languages:
English: Business
French: Native
Japanese: Beginner

Miscellaneous:
Reading, Sport
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